
Municipal Heritage Review - Jurien Hall

The Jurien Hall is recognised in the Shire of Dandaragan's Heritage Inventory as a place of value to the community.

The Hall has been used as a community building and meeting place for many generations since its construction in 1971.  Over
recent years, the building's use has declined as community activities have gravitated towards other more modern and suitable
venues, and since the Jurien Bay Youth Group went into recess.

Council is now seeking community input on what the future holds for the Jurien Hall.  A more detailed assessment has now begun,
and we would like to know the community's views on the future of this building.  No decisions have been made by Council and this
survey and other community engagement activities - including a workshop - will inform the decision-making process for the future of
the Jurien Hall.

Please complete this survey and return it to the Shire of Dandaragan by 4pm Friday 26 November 2021 - 69 Bashford Street, Jurien
Bay, post to PO Box 676, Jurien Bay WA 6516, or drop in one of our comment boxes at Turquoise Coast Visitor Centre, Badgingarra

Community Centre, Cervantes Library and Dandaragan Library. 



Jurien Hall - Photo credit Jurien Bay Community Bulletin Board 



Municipal Heritage Review - Jurien Hall

If yes, what is your connection or interest in the Hall?

* 1. Do you have a particular interest or connection to Jurien Hall? (E.g., have you attended events at the

Hall or been part of a group that used it as a meeting space?) 

Yes

No

2. If you answered yes to Q1, will that interest or connection be affected by the retention, renovation or

demolition of the hall?  How/why? 



* 3. When thinking about the future of the Jurien Hall, rank the following options for the future of the Hall -
noting that some options will have significant financial costs that could impact other Shire of Dandaragan

priorities for community facilities (with 1 being your most preferred and 5 being your least preferred)? 

´

Retain the Jurien Hall in its current state with no significant changes until the Jurien Bay Recreation Reserve Masterplan is

completed, acknowledging that the Hall will remain unusable due to asbestos.

´

Undertake a complete renovation / refurbishment of the Hall to create a revitalised and safe community venue with a similar

aesthetic to the existing building.

´

Demolish the Hall and design / construct a new building in its place.

´

Demolish the Hall and leave the land empty until plans for the Recreation Reserve are in place.

´

Create an interpretive (art) project on the current site to honour the heritage and history of the Hall after its demolition.

How you personally would
use the Hall?

How often?

4. If the Jurien Hall was renovated, how would you personally like to utilise the Hall, and how often?  

5. My idea for the future of the Hall is: 

6. My name (optional): 

* 7. I live in (town): 



* 8. I am: 

Female

Male

Other

* 9. Select your age range: 

Under 18

18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65+

Thank you for completing this survey.  

Stay tuned for more information and opportunities to participate in discussions and planning on the future of the Jurien Hall.

If you would like to be added to the Shire's email news list for this and other news notifications, send your request to

council@dandaragan.wa.gov.au. 
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